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Dear Reader,

this book is in verse

calling attention

to words as matter

they clunk and clatter

or smoothly shimmy

these words exist here

between you and me

when you read them, you

make them, as much as

I do; and they make

us; please play with them

read down and across

anyway you wish

sink or swim in voids

between—emptiness

associations

reverberations

fecund intercourse

of linguistic licks



you and I meeting

in this moment of

words and silences

we forgive those who 

trespass against us

as we fall, wanting 

to be lying in 

still waters until

the deep whispering

clashing and crashing

time, space, mind, matter

tohu wa bohu

moving and speaking

breathing, gives birth to

reverberations

crying source of speech

nothing cracks in two

holds resonating

ones, not ones, bits of

vast voids devouring

bitter absences

behind the blinding

blazing, blasted light

cosmos exploding

orgasmic presence

this, this, this the way

each world begins in

this book is about 

religion, which means 

it's about what is

going down here, now 

between you and me

which means “about” is

misleading, a lie

we are never “out”

of religion as

existence coming

together to form

itself as a whole

through us, in us, as

us, as not us, as

religion's language

primal poetry

these middling lines hug

dialectical

oppositions in

forms of dialogue

I, between, and you

self, word, and other

inside, skin, outside

mind, form, and matter

spirit, and, nature

in concupiscent

communion, curdling

asking, forgive us

our trespasses as 

entangling us, as

loving, begetting

abysses that pull 

red apples falling

green pastures beside

waves moving in from

nothing, sweeping us 

to be, the Big Bang

everywhere, every

when, the emptiness

the other bearing

suffering, healing

inviting outside

prodigal back home

the abject body

enemies in love

the Beguine that binds

wasting, warring worlds 

forbidden rhythms

beating, forgotten

opening, touching

myriad movements

matrices, homes, wombs

arching to receive

ah, we remember



a, my, the, mother

we end in her too

tear her all apart

her scent infusing

I, close in writing

you, distant reader

you, close in reading

me, distant writer

all born here in this

line, break, rhythm, space

reality twirls

out in two cones from

ineffable now

one encompasses

known past, the other

possible futures

we can imagine

knowing being lost 

what lies within the

swirls resounding with

all that lies beyond

memory, sense, dream

interrupting streams

of continuous

idea, image

feeling, practice, form

reality is

the past in present

shattering bowls that

spill what is into

unknown what will be

Martin Buber says

religious thought tracks

in cracks and gaps, the

“discontinuous”

“the meeting” “between”

“I and Thou,” you, me

Daniel Stern calls it

the “present moment”

a “kairos”--being

coming to be now

Betty Bridgman and

I name these events 

“serendips,” calling

attention to the

makeup of it all

as accidental

encounters between 

sagacity and

what is surprising

unintended, new

as William Blake's “grain

of sand” that explodes

into everything

warm and flowing flesh

pushing and pulling

nothingness into

the present embrace

love becomes mourning 

becomes existence 

loss making space in

what was for what is

that destroys, creates

the breaking heart of

presence, the crying

of absence that makes 

bodies weep for joy

grieving ecstasy

we are born yowling

“I scream for ice cream”

the dream of presents

past gone, we are left

under the green tree

gazing up through the 

lights to ceaseless night

beyond the ends of

fire and ice, comfort

you holding me close

reality is

only known from the

inside; we are in



synecdochic, in

this and every word 

written and read, in

every moment of

living and dying

every rock picked up

every bird crying

every cat stalking

tropes of the between

“tear … Becomes a babe”

seer, seen; knower, known 

lion, lamb; spirit

matter, semantics

syntax—each being

thing, or quality

every thought, feeling

sensation, gesture

the whole blooming world

the world and of it

only existing

with, out of, and in

each other as form

linguistic and not 

figure, idea

fantasy, action

every star burning

becoming anew 


